Helpful Resources for NSF-GRF Applicants

Find these on the Proposal Writing Resources page on the Graduate College’s website: http://www.grad.illinois.edu/fellowship/external-resources

- NSF-GRFP Insights: Application Resources for the NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program (courtesy of Dr. Robin Walker and the University of Missouri). Applicants should read this entire website thoroughly.

- Video: Applying to the NSF GRF Program - NSF Program Directors give an overview of GRF program.

- NSF Fellowship Advice, by Alex Lang (features many samples proposals).


- Where Storytelling Meets Science, by Lesley McCollum and Michelle Lavery.

- Advice for NSF-GRF Applicants, by Mallory P. Ladd (features many sample proposals).

- Helping Students to Tell Their Stories (general advice on personal statements), by James M. Lang.

- Leave Dr. Seuss Out of It (general advice on personal statements).


- LinkedIn discussion page for NSF-GRF.

- NSF-GRF on Facebook.

- NSF-GRF on Twitter.